
            
 

   

    

  

          

      

         

                
               

             
           
           

  

             

  

         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q1 What is your greatest concern as it relates to mill levy contractor 
funding decisions? 

Answered: 7 Skipped: 2 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Relevance and transparency 7/18/2019 1:39 PM 

2 none 7/17/2019 10:41 AM 

3 That clear justification is given for approval and denial 7/16/2019 8:38 PM 

4 Greatest concern; not people/family centered. 7/16/2019 6:26 PM 

5 insufficient contractor outcomes over time from the investments 7/16/2019 6:16 PM 

6 That services that are not covered (e.g. travel, legal fees) or capped (e.g. $500 per year for 7/9/2019 2:12 PM 
education) are somewhat arbitrary and do not allow for flexibility on a case by case basis. 
Someone or some group has made these decisions and prioritized certain needs above others. 
However well-intentioned, that does not make these decisions and priorities necessarily correct, 
especially if there are extenuating circumstances for a given individual with I/DD. 

7 Will they make decisions that will benefit our families, or their agencies. 7/3/2019 5:11 PM 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q2 What do you hope an appeals board will achieve beyond current 
practices? (i.e. share your anticipated outcomes) 

Answered: 7 Skipped: 2 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Great awareness of need and allowing for more flexibility 7/18/2019 1:39 PM 

2 Independent oversight of decisions. 7/17/2019 10:41 AM 

3 Contractors will be able to address directly the reasons they were denied 7/16/2019 8:38 PM 

4 People/families will have a method to have an independent third party look over the decision and 7/16/2019 6:26 PM 
listen to person/family's needs. 

5 We must have an independent consideration by an independent group - otherwise, it's a fiefdom. 7/16/2019 6:16 PM 

6 Allow an impartial hearing of facts and circumstances on a case by case basis that would not 7/9/2019 2:12 PM 
necessarily be automatically dismissed due to the type of request (e.g. legal fees) and provide 
funding for an I/DD individual if the merits of the case warrant it. 

7 That they will critically evaluate the process, and put alternate parameters in place to meet the 7/3/2019 5:11 PM 
needs of the family based primarily on need and not totally on funding. 
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Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q3 Based on information given, share a scenario that you envision not 
being funded that would result in a reversal of the original funding 

decision. What are you hearing from the community? 
Answered: 6 Skipped: 3 

# RESPONSES DATE 

unsure 7/17/2019 10:41 AM 

This question makes no sense to me? I’m assuming that you want to imagine a reason that an 7/16/2019 8:38 PM 
appeals board would decide to fund an entity previously denied? Let’s assume that they were 
denied due to insufficient experience so they hired the most reputable expert in town to run the 
program-might they then not be reconsidered 

3 The person/family would go thru appeal process and either get funded or feel their case has truly 
been heard with care and empathy. 

7/16/2019 6:26 PM 

4 Mental Health Crisis supports, behavioral supports plus behavioral training for families or direct 
service providers beyond what is provided by a Waiver or Medicaid, access to good psychiatric 
care - those are real community concerns 

7/16/2019 6:16 PM 

5 I’ll provide a real-life example – In 2007 when my family moved to Denver, we were told that 
Denver Public Schools (DPS) did not provide one-on-one aides to students no matter the need or 
what my son’s IEP stipulated (this was after many meetings and phone calls before we moved 
where this DPS edict was never mentioned). Instead we were told that DPS would need a couple 
months to do evaluations and testing and observations and then, at most, our son may be 
provided with a classroom aide that would also be in and out of other classrooms. After a couple of 
months of meetings with both school staff (principal, special ed teacher) and DPS administrators in 
charge of Special Education (and DPS attorneys) it became clear that we were wasting our time 
trying to reason with them and convince them that what they were proposing was both legally and 
morally wrong. During this time, we unobtrusively observed our son and he was sitting in class 
doing nothing but staring into space and flapping his hands and paying no attention to the teacher 
or goings on in the class. Eventually, having no other recourse, we hired an attorney and filed a 
complaint with the Colorado Department of Education. We eventually won the case and DPS was 
instructed by CDE to provide the one-on-one aide that they should have from the beginning. I don’t 
remember precisely, but hiring the attorney and filing the complaint with CDE cost us somewhere 
around $4,000. The bigger cost of course was to our son, who missed out on learning and 
progressing from school for several months of his life when he was 8 years old. It was something I 
will never forget or forgive the DPS administrators and attorneys for. I will also never forget the 
feeling of having no voice, no power and no control over a situation that to any outside observer 
would be obviously wrong. We were fortunate that we had financial resources to hire an attorney 
and fight DPS (not to suggest spending $4000 was easy for us, but we felt that we absolutely had 
to do it). An independent appeals process for mill levy funding decisions would be beneficial in that 
though “Legal Fees” are part of the list of supports and services that are not covered by RMHS, an 
appeals board could hear the specifics of a request and provide funding for legal services for a 
family that ended up in circumstances similar to mine. 

7/9/2019 2:12 PM 

6 The support/need of in home service providers; denials based solely on the clients SIS scores. 7/3/2019 5:11 PM 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q4 Are there additional independent efforts that might support this goal? 
Answered: 6 Skipped: 3 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Perhaps faith-based organizations 7/18/2019 1:39 PM 

2 unsure 7/17/2019 10:41 AM 

3 I do not know if any existing now 7/16/2019 8:38 PM 

4 Not sure. 7/16/2019 6:26 PM 

5 No - right now - the decision is internal with the CCB 7/16/2019 6:16 PM 

6 I don’t think I understand this question. I can’t think of any independent efforts that might support 7/9/2019 2:12 PM 
this goal. But I want to add that one benefit of an appeals process is simply having the feeling of 
having a voice, of being heard, that someone with I/DD and/or their family would get by at least 
being able to appeal a decision for funding to an independent board. That is valuable in its own 
right. 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q5 Why are existing services or platforms not currently meeting the 
needs of individuals and families seeking services? 

Answered: 6 Skipped: 3 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Inaccurate, out of date, incomplete 7/18/2019 1:42 PM 

2 Current platforms are not well known, are not individualized to the industry, and are not user 7/17/2019 10:43 AM 
friendly. 

3 Existing online resources are difficult to navigate 7/16/2019 8:40 PM 

4 Searches do not bring up needed info. Info not presented for those with - difficulty reading, 7/16/2019 6:30 PM 
understanding. So variety of means of providing info essential for user friendly site. Info not 
presented in way that meets consumer needs. 

5 Because the services don't exist in the first place -and website information is not current - and 7/16/2019 6:19 PM 
sometimes not correct 

6 Most are incomplete and confusing. For example here -- 7/9/2019 2:18 PM 
http://denverregion.co.networkofcare.org/dd/services/subcategory.aspx?cid=42231&tax=BH-
7000.5100-330 many of the housing resources listed are for senior citizens and one is exclusively 
for senior/retired firefighters although the heading/search was for people with I/DD. 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q6 How might the mill levy facilitate or enhance overall systems 
navigation for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities? 

Answered: 6 Skipped: 3 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Expert navigators to help with resources, eligibility, .... 7/18/2019 1:42 PM 

2 Honestly, by creating a new website platform that is user friendly, well-marketed, and independent. 7/17/2019 10:43 AM 
It should draw on experts in the field to get terminology, available services, and client-centered 
considerations correct. 

3 Considering the potential users, make it extraordinarily simple - user friendly 7/16/2019 8:40 PM 

4 See suggestions made previously at meeting June 18, 2019. Professional web develops should 7/16/2019 6:30 PM 
work on the site with suggestions by folks with knowledge of learning needs of those with ID/D. 

5 If the Mill Levy funded an organizational consulting firm to fix the system culture of patronization 7/16/2019 6:19 PM 
and paternalism, then the systems could self-correct and be more easily navigated 

6 Provide a comprehensive up-to-date directory with visual aides to help I/DD customers navigate 7/9/2019 2:18 PM 
the site. In addition to making sure information is up to date, making it intuitive is critical. That is 
not easy to do. Should think about having someone with real expertise in intuitive website design 
consult on the project. 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q7 Does the stated goal/ outcome on the information sheet clearly 
capture the need and intent related to this recommendation? 

Answered: 4 Skipped: 5 

Yes 

No (please add 
a comment to... 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Yes 50.00% 2 

No (please add a comment to clarify the goal statement) 50.00% 2 

TOTAL 4 

# NO (PLEASE ADD A COMMENT TO CLARIFY THE GOAL STATEMENT) DATE 

1 This is a great example. It would be very easy to state the outcome here instead of referring to 7/16/2019 8:46 PM 
another document 

2 I can't find the stated goal on info sheet so can't respond to this. 7/16/2019 6:47 PM 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q8 Based on community feedback, what does not seem to be working 
with current contractor reporting? 

Answered: 4 Skipped: 5 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Constituents claim contractors do not provide what they say they are/will. A feedback loop/rating 7/16/2019 8:46 PM 
system would identify poor performances 

2 There seems to be little to no contractor reporting currently. 7/16/2019 6:47 PM 

3 Client feedback is anecdotal and we only see what RMHS wants us to see 7/16/2019 6:24 PM 

4 I don't feel qualified to answer this question as I have not discussed this topic with the community. 7/9/2019 2:21 PM 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q9 What do you believe is needed to support and enhance the Council's 
role in fostering community feedback? 

Answered: 7 Skipped: 2 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 possibly 7/17/2019 10:43 AM 

2 I think we could leave out the words”the Councils role in fostering”. My answer is open and 7/16/2019 8:46 PM 
accessible feedback and rating of services and contractors 

3 More visibility in the community? 7/16/2019 6:47 PM 

4 The Council can establish a moderated opportunity for feedback. It must be moderated so it 7/16/2019 6:24 PM 
doesn't become monopolized by shamers and blamers. 

5 Actually hearing community feedback and engaging with clients as to what they would want in 7/9/2019 2:21 PM 
order to provide meaningful feedback. 

6 X 7/8/2019 7:28 PM 

7 n 7/8/2019 10:21 AM 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q10 What kind of action do you envision might take place as a response 
to community feedback? 

Answered: 5 Skipped: 4 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Changes in policies? 7/17/2019 10:43 AM 

2 Services and contractors who are regularly reported on poorly should be subject to termination 7/16/2019 8:46 PM 
and/or audits 

3 No idea. 7/16/2019 6:47 PM 

4 Funding concerns might change if authentic feedback is sought and encouraged. We can learn 7/16/2019 6:24 PM 
from recipients. 

5 Suspension/canceling of contracts for upcoming years for providers with excessive negative 7/9/2019 2:21 PM 
community feedback. 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q11 What else should we consider? (please indicate in your response 
whether feedback is related to recommendation A, B, or C.) 

Answered: 3 Skipped: 6 

# 

1 

2 

3 

RESPONSES 

unsure 

No thoughts at this time. 

I don't know - I would have to give this further thought 

DATE 

7/17/2019 10:44 AM 

7/16/2019 6:58 PM 

7/16/2019 6:26 PM 
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         Mill Levy Advisory Council - 4/19/19 Recommendations A/B/C Follow Up SurveyMonkey 

Q12 Is there anything else you want DHS to know related to your 
experience with the Advisory Council thus far? 

Answered: 3 Skipped: 6 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 not at the moment 7/17/2019 10:44 AM 

2 Crystal is amazing, as is Amy. It is a privilege and pleasure to serve the community as a Council 7/16/2019 6:58 PM 
member. 

3 I am glad we have a two minute limit on shaming and blaming by unhappy people. I think we need 7/16/2019 6:26 PM 
to consider discussing how we feel about community feedback so far. 
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